
Never Risk
A Breach
360° Wi-Fi Security For The Mobile/Remote Workforce



The availability of Wi-Fi has been an enormous productivity boost for the mobile workforce. According to Cisco, 

75% of mobile data traffic on employee devices occur over Wi-Fi networks and 76% of employees connect 

through Wi-Fi access points. For all its benefits, Wi-Fi has serious security shortcomings. Wi-Fi exposes

organizations to devastating attacks through employees’ mobile devices: People, devices and/or traffic can be 

tracked / hijacked by bad actors intercepting unsuspecting employees seeking to connect from Wi-Fi access 

points in airports, hotels, coffee shops etc. 

•   Employees jeopardize their organizations by connecting devices to 3rd party Wi-Fi.   

•   Remote workers need an easy-to-use solution that enables them to mirror their in-office

      connectivity no matter where they are.

Introduction

Users need mobile solutions that replicate the in-office

connectivity experience  Organizations need to ensure

security & manage their networks. As users blur the lines 

between the company network and the public internet,

so too must organizations keep up and extend all

the company’s defenses, management capabilities,

policies and access to those bpolicies and access to those beyond the LAN.

Users need mobile solutions 

that replicate the in-office

connectivity experience while 

organizations need to know 

these can be managed and 

ensure their security.

Raising the stakes are tightening privacy regulations such

as HIPAA & GDPR subjecting companies to significant

penalties (up to the greater of € 20M or 4% of global 

revenue under GDPR and potentially millions of dollars

under HIPAA, often computed per breach). According to

the the Ponemon Institute, the average cost of a data breach 

reached $3.9M in 2018.

One in five businesses are

expected to experience a security 

breach. Mobile employees are an 

especially vulnerable target. 

The average cost of a data breach reached $3.9M in 2018
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Simgo's Managed Access & Security Appliance ("MASA") is

a personal, portable cellular-to-Wi-Fi hotspot that provides 

on-demand global, ad-hoc internet connectivity managed

by the IT department or the security team in real time,

and eliminates the risk associated with connecting to Wi-Fi 

networks.

Secure Wi-Fi for the Mobile/Remote
Workforce

With MASA, users no longer need additional security 

controls and IT departments no longer need

multiple layers of infrastructure. Instead, a single

portable hot-spot provides unified security where

users connect to the corporate network with the same 

privileges and protocols no matter where they

are in the world. 

Easy to Use & Prevents Attacks

IT operations and security teams remotely control and change in real time Wi-Fi SSIDs, passwords etc. They can 

thwart attacks and eliminate Man-in-The-Middle risks on company or on BYOD devices while ensuring that

employees maintain their productivity whether they log on from home, the local Starbucks or from anywhere in 

the world. 

Private, Secured ad-hoc Wi-Fi
network. Remote, real time
monitoring, geo location, 
management & configurations. 

•   Support 3G & 4G/LTE technology

•   Virtual SIM for seamless connectivity worldwide

•   Connects up to 5 devices simultaneously

•   Compact & lightweight with 8+ hours battery life

•   One touch activation & ease-of-use. 

••   On-board, full featured,  remotely configurable    

   Firewall.

MASA offers users personal Wi-Fi 

connectivity for all their devices. 

Meanwhile, MASA monitors

connected devices, protects them 

from attack and entirely avoids 

susceptible 3rd party networks.

Duty of Care: Security, Compliance & Travel

In addition to ensuring security and managing their networks, organizations have ongoing compliance

requirements and a “Duty of Care” to traveling employees. MASA's multi-vector real time global, geo-location 

dramatically mitigates travel risk while maintaining compliance policies anywhere, anytime.
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All aspects of MASA’s connectivity are managed: from dynamic mobile network selection via remote SIM

assignment and rotation to pacassignment and rotation to packet prioritization. With the bulk of traffic relying on Wi-Fi for bandwidth intensive 

applications such as conferencing, remote users require quality of service assurance along with active defenses. 

MASA’s proprietary virtual SIM technology enables SIM swapping in the cloud for optimal coverage along with 

its remotely configurable firewall to protect users from hackers while maintaining the simple logon procedures of 

the in-office environment no matter where they connect from, ensuring QoS, stateful firewall-based security, and 

military grade encryption. 

Quality of Service 

Global Connectivity 

MASA for Ad Hoc Connectivity 

No more need to balance productivity, expense and security 

with MASA on your side whether, in the coffee shop next 

door, or around the world. MASA's mission is private, easy 

to use, secured, ad-hoc internet connectivity anywhere in 

the world. 

Road warriors are not the only remote users in need of MASA: Other employees that require secure, remote 

access include (i) workday extenders, who continue to work after leaving the office, (ii) Full time telecommuters, 

an emerging category borne from the search for talent beyond the local work force and, (iii) telecommuting

executives whose home office may function as their primary office. (iv) Smaller branch offices, (v) temporary

outlets, (vi) emergency response etc. are similar in use to remote office users: The lack of onsite or available IT 

staff and resources renders centralized management and configurations in the face of WAN failure or

ununavailability critical to the continuity of operations. 

Despite extreme circumstances users still require data, voice, and print services with full Quality of Service (QoS) 

integration. Systems must be kept up and running with the ability to fail over to a secondary connection should 

the primary one become and/or remain unavailable

MASA offers ad hoc connectivity assurance for remote workers branch offices,

temporary locations & disaster recovery.

MASA’s proprietary technology 

provides secure, seamless

connectivity at LTE speed in more 

than 100 countries!
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While use cases differ, the solution remains the same. MASA’s capabilities are a lifeline for users accessing

organization resources securely. IT staffs searching for security, while solution avoiding added complexity in 

their support of remote users need a single, holistic approach with central configuration that has essential

characteristics:

Easy-to-use secure access 
An integrated Wi-Fi access point that allows users to connect all of their wireless devices to

the existing security systems in their office environment,

Redundancy
MASA’s ad hoc internet router/firewall capabilities make it ideal for backup connectivity assurance

if the primary connection fails.  

Ease of supportEase of support
Centrally managed and remotely configured, real time monitoring and programmable alerts for 

mobile users anywhere in the world.

Cost-effectiveness
With MASA, no need to worry about balancing costs, user productivity and security.  

For additional information please contact info@simgo-mobile.com

The Simgo MASA is an integrated, secure, cost-effective solution
with no additional management overhead or new systems to learn.
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